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The cloud base height (CBH) derived from the whole-sky infrared cloud-measuring system (WSIRCMS) and two ceilometers (Vaisala CL31 and CL51) from November 1, 2011, to June 12, 2012, at the Chinese Meteorological Administration (CMA) Beijing Observatory Station are analysed. Significant differences can be found by comparing the measurements of different instruments. More exactly, the cloud occurrence retrieved from CL31 is 3.8% higher than that from CL51, while WSIRCMS data shows 3.6% higher than ceilometers. More than 75.5% of the two ceilometers' differences are within ±200 m and about 89.5% within ±500 m, while only 30.7% of the differences between WSIRCMS and ceilometers are within ±500 m and about 55.2% within ±1000 m. These differences may be caused by the measurement principles and CBH retrieval algorithm. A combination of a laser ceilometer and an infrared cloud instrument is recommended to improve the capability for determining cloud occurrence and retrieving CBHs.

1. Introduction

Cloud plays an important role in the global radiation budget and the hydrological cycle. Macroscopic properties of cloud, such as cloud types, cloud base heights, and temporal and spatial distributions of cloudiness, are important characteristics for describing the impact of clouds in a changing climate [1]. Historically, these cloud properties have been recorded by human observers for over 100 years. With the progress of the automated meteorological measurement technology, many instruments such as the ceilometer [2], whole-sky imager (WSI) [3], total-sky imager (TSI) [4], all-sky imager (ASI) [5], infrared cloud imager (ICI) [6], whole-sky infrared cloud-measuring system (WSIRCMS) [7], and all-sky infrared visible analyzer (ASIVA) [8] have been developed and improved to obtain these cloud properties. Many investigations [9–11] have been performed to know the differences in cloud characteristics introduced by instruments and human observers.

Two types of instruments should be mentioned in order to make the transition from a human observer to the instruments. One is the infrared camera system and the other is the ceilometer. Infrared cameras are considered to be the potential system to provide cloud cover, cloud base height (CBH), and cloud type with stable performance from day to night [6, 7, 12, 13]. Ceilometers are the most common instruments devoted to determining the cloud base height. The WMO recognizes that laser ceilometer is the most accurate, reliable, and efficient tools for measuring CBH from the ground compared with other equipment [14, 15]. However, previous study [13] shows that the differences between CBHs derived from infrared cloud imagers and from ceilometers can be explained by the different measurement principles, the different definition of CBH, and the measurement errors from both the instruments.

It is known that for the passive infrared sensing technology of CBH, clouds are assumed to be blackbody layers, so the monotonic relationship between CBH and downwelling infrared radiance can be used to calculate CBH [13]. However, since many clouds should not be treated as blackbody, the monotonic relationship assumption will make an over estimation of the CBHs derived by infrared cloud imagers compared with the actuals. Ceilometers usually use a laser or other light source to determine the height of a cloud base; therefore, CBH can easily be derived from the strongest section of the signal returned by the ceilometer [16]. But the highest backscatter signal is not always from the base of the cloud. What is more, the reduction of laser energy caused
by aerosols below cloud layers leads to low detectability of CBH. Since both the infrared cloud imagers and the ceilometers have their own advantages and disadvantages of CBH measurement, it is necessary to investigate and find the limitations of each instrument.

In this paper, the differences of CBHs derived from a WSIRCMS and two ceilometers under specific cloud types and weather conditions are analysed. The source of these differences is determined. The data sets and techniques to retrieve CBH of the lowest cloud from different instruments are described in Section 2. CBHs retrieved from passive remote sensor and two active remote sensors are compared and analysed in Section 3. A summary and conclusions are provided in Section 4.

2. Data and CBH Retrieval Methodology

A series of CBH comparison experiment using WSIRCMS and two ceilometers including Vaisala CL31 and CL51 were performed at the CMA Beijing Observatory Station (39.56N, 116.17E, 55 m ASL) from November 1, 2011, to June 12, 2012.

The WSIRCMS is an IR camera that measures the down-welling atmospheric radiance in the 8–14 μm wavelength bands for zenith angles less than 75° every 15 minutes. Assuming that the cloud radiates like a blackbody, the radiance for a cloud layer at the heights of 2.5, 6, and 11 km, can be calculated separately by SBDART (Santa Barbara DISORT Atmospheric Radiative Transfer) program [17] with a known atmospheric conditions. CBHs of different infrared radiations measured by WSIRCMS can be calculated by interpolation [13].

Two ceilometers (Vaisala CL31 and CL51) are in continuous operation. Both of the ceilometers use InGaAs diode emitting at the 910 nm wavelength. The reflection of light backscatter caused by haze, fog, mist, precipitation, and clouds is measured by the laser pulses traversing the sky [18]. The resulting backscatter profile, that is, the signal strength versus the height, is stored and processed, and the CBHs are detected by the algorithm provided by Vaisala. The cloud base height reports up to 7500 m for CL31. The CL51 ceilometer has a more powerful laser source and smaller beam divergence to enable cloud base reports up to 13 000 m. The ceilometers report the cloud base with a vertical resolution of 5 m (CL31) and 10 m (CL51) every 6–120 s.

3. Comparison of CBH Retrieved from Different Instruments

In this section, the CBHs retrieved from passive remote sensor and two active remote sensors are compared. Firstly, for comparing the accuracy of the ceilometer retrievals, the CBHs derived from the two active remote sensors Vaisala CL51 (Vceil51CBH) and CL31 (Vceil31CBH) are presented. Then, the CBHs from WSIRCMS (IRCQBH) and ceilometer (VceilCBH) are compared to show the differences between the passive remote sensor and the active remote sensor.

3.1. Vceil31CBH versus Vceil51CBH. The ceilometer CL31 and CL51 used in this study are both zenith pointing measurements, which can detect three cloud layers simultaneously every 1 min. The lowest cloud layer is chosen for comparison. Totally 320,138 data pairs are used for comparison after time matching, with above 40,000 datasets for each month except in June 2012.

3.1.1. Cloud Occurrence. Cloud occurrence is defined as the ratio between the numbers of registers with detected clouds with respect to the total available records [15]. The numbers of cloudy-sky periods identified by each ceilometer and simultaneously by both instruments are computed for comparison (Figure 1).

It is shown that the cloud occurrence retrieved from ceilometer CL31 is higher than that from ceilometer CL51 for almost every month except February 2012; meanwhile, the average cloud occurrence of CL31 shows 3.8% higher than CL51. The maximum difference (8.6%) appears in April 2012. It should be noted that the distance between two ceilometers is only 20 m; besides, the ceilometer CL51 is a recently developed instrument which means more sensitively than the detection using CL31 instruments [19].

Further analysis shows that in the case of fog and haze, the ceilometer CL31 is likely to give a doubtful cloud layer observation at about 1000 m–1500 m in height. This inevitably leads to an increasing amount of detections of the cloud layers with the CBH between 1000 m and 1500 m reported by CL31. We think this issue is caused by the imperfect CBH retrieval algorithm of CL31. An example case with the vertical profiles of the attenuated backscatter from CL51 and CL31 instruments is shown in Figure 2. It seems that the CBH retrieval algorithm of CL51 has been improved to reduce the incorrect assessment, as further described in Section 3.1.2. In addition, although the CL51 instructions indicate that it is possible to detect the cloud ranging up to 13,000 m, there are only 326 datasets for CBH greater than 8,000 m in the
actual measurement, accounting for 3.9% of the total high-level cloud (8420). It can be considered that in the urban region where haze often occurs, the detectability of cloud by ceilometers like CL31 and CL51 is very low for CBH above 8,000 m.

3.1.2. CBH Distributions. The CBH differences between ceilometers CL31 and CL51 for the whole dataset can be observed in the scatterplot of Figure 3(a). The result shows good consistency except for the cases of Vceil31CBH around 1,000 m in which the corresponding Vceil51CBH are higher. From the frequency distribution of the CBH differences shown in Figure 3(b), it can be found the deviations are nearly symmetrically distributed around zero. The mean difference (overall bias) is merely $-110$ m, more than 75.5% of the differences are within $±200$ m, and about 89.5% of the differences are within $±500$ m.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the frequency distributions of CBH retrieved with ceilometers for the whole analysed period. The histogram for all CBH together has the maximum for the bin centered at 500 m–1,500 m and shows a progressive decreasing frequency up to the maximum level of detection of the ceilometer. Low-level clouds (below 2,500 m) represent 56.9% (Vceil31CBH) and 54.4% (Vceil51CBH) of detected CBH, respectively, midlevel clouds (2,500 m–6,000 m) are the 33.1% and 35.4%, and high-level clouds ($>6,000$ m) are the 10.0% and 10.1%. It is clear that the cloud layers detected by ceilometer CL31 are 2,000 times more than ceilometer CL51 in the range of 500 m to 1,000 m and about 4,000 times more in the range of 1,000 m to 1,500 m. Vertical profiles of the attenuated backscatter coefficient from both ceilometers were further studied. It is shown that, due to the higher laser power and receiver efficiency, the attenuated backscatter coefficient caused by a cloud layer can be detected easily by CL51, of which the 13 February 2012 case in Figure 4 is a typical example. However, the cloud peaks were not shown in the CL31’s return. The cloud occurred at the height of 1140 m reported by CL31 did not exist actually. The built-in software of CL31 may not detect the CBH properly in some cases.

3.2. IRCBH versus VceilCBH. The WSIRCMS can provide CBH for an elevation angle greater than 15° every 15 min. For comparison, we choose the lowest height for zenith angles less than 5° as the CBH detected by WSIRCMS at zenith. The samples with the differences of ceilometers CL31 and CL51 less than 20% are chosen as the true CBH values. After time matching, total 21,112 sets of data are retained for analysing.

3.2.1. Cloud Occurrence. The differences for cloud occurrence between WSIRCMS and ceilometers are given in Figure 5. It is shown that the cloud occurrence retrieved from WSIRCMS is higher than that from ceilometers for every month, with the mean difference around 3.6%. The maximum difference appears in the May 2012 with the value 8.2%. In fact, the differences of cloud occurrence in both April and May 2012 seem to be higher than other months which are similar to that between the two ceilometers in Figure 1. The WSIRCMS is a passive instrument with wide angular range. It can record cloud occurrence even if the sky is partially cloudy. But the ceilometers are single point measurements and only when the cloud is present overhead it records cloud occurrence.
The averaging time is an important factor, as a longer averaging time will smooth out the peaks of the ceilometer and increases the probability that a vertical time slice through a moving cloud field will represent the actual whole sky situation [10]. Besides, the aerosol layer below clouds will bring out strong attenuation of laser energy, which makes it difficult for detecting clouds with ceilometers. Benefiting from the longer wavelength, the WSIRCMS may partially penetrate aerosols better than ceilometers. Three possible reasons above can be used to explain the differences between WSIRCMS and ceilometers.

From a detailed analysis of Figures 1 and 5, it is found that the difference for cloud occurrence detection of WSIRCMS, CL31, and CL51 is not particularly large. The ceilometers are prone to mistake haze as cloudy-sky; moreover, the ability for detecting high clouds is limited. Although there are much more numbers of high clouds detected by WSIRCMS, it contains some incorrect assessments due to the inaccurate estimation of PWV. Since the two cloud-measuring techniques have respective advantages and disadvantages, it is recommended to complement one another based on the local conditions.

3.2.2. CBH Distributions. Figure 6(a) shows the CBH differences between WSIRCMS and active ceilometers. Compared with Figure 3, it seems that there is a big difference between these two CBH measuring methods. The frequency distribution of the CBH differences is shown in Figure 6(b). Only 30.7% of the differences are within ±500 m, and about 55.2% of the differences are within ±1000 m. Combined with Figures 6(c) and 6(d), it is shown that the CBHs from WSIRCMS are generally higher than those from ceilometers. The maximum number of occurrences of the CBHs appears in 1,500 m–2,500 m for WSIRCMS and 500 m–1,500 m for ceilometer CL51. Low-level clouds represent 47.3% (IRCBH) and 53.5% (VceilCBH) of detected CBH, respectively; midlevel clouds are the 38.6% and 37.1%, and high-level clouds are the 9.4% and 14.1%.

Obviously, the main reason for these differences exists in the CBH retrieval algorithm for passive infrared cloud
remote sensing. Clouds are treated as blackbody when the CBH derived from downwelling infrared radiance. Since this retrieved CBH is not the real height of the cloud base (equivalent cloud base height), the blackbody assumption is not always valid especially for midlevel and high-level clouds. This is the reason why the accuracy of retrieved CBHs for low-level clouds is high but for midlevel and high-level clouds is poor. In general, the CBH derived from infrared radiance will be higher than the actual cloud base height. For explanation, we chose data of the CBH obtained by ceilometer CL51 and WSIRCMS on 6 January 2012 shown in Figure 7. For this case, the cloud is not very thick and the CBHs from WSIRCMS are higher than that from the ceilometer.

The inaccurate estimated PWV is another reason for the error of CBH derived from infrared radiance. Since water vapor is the most important factor that affects the downwelling atmospheric radiance in the 8–14 μm wavelength bands, the CBH will be higher for the overvalued PWV and lower for the underestimated PWV, as shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the corresponding PWV values obtained by GPS/MET [20] and estimated from surface temperature and humidity [13]. In this case, the PWV is underestimated, and the CBH derived from WSIRCMS is lower than that from the ceilometer. Since it is difficult to determine the emissivity of a real cloud and the PWV as well as the atmospheric profile cannot be obtained accurately, the error of CBH derived from infrared radiance is the result of the combined effects of these factors.

4. Conclusions

Comparison of the CBH outputs from the infrared cloud instrument WSIRCMS and two ceilometers (Vaisala CL31 and CL51) revealed significant differences among these instruments.

In comparisons of the active sensor CL31 and CL51 derived CBHs, the average cloud occurrence retrieved from ceilometer CL31 is 3.8% higher than that from ceilometer CL51. More than 75.5% of the differences are within ±200 m

Figure 4: Vertical profiles of the attenuated backscatter coefficient from both ceilometers (13 February 2012): (a) Vaisala CL51 and (b) Vaisala CL31.

Figure 5: Monthly cloud occurrence for the period November 2011 to June 2012, as derived from ceilometer and WSIRCMS.
Figure 6: Cloud base height differences between WSIRCMS and ceilometer CL51 during the period November 1, 2011, to June 12, 2012, at the CMA Beijing Observatory Station.

and about 89.5% of the differences are within ±500 m. It shows a good consistency except for specific cases in which the Vceil31CBH are around 1,000 m while the corresponding Vceil51CBH are higher. Further analysis shows that in the case of fog and haze, the ceilometer CL31 is likely to give a doubtful cloud layer observation at about 1000 m–1500 m in height. This inevitably leads to an increasing amount of detections of the cloud layers with the CBH between 1000 m and 1500 m reported by CL31. In addition, although the CL51 instructions indicate that it is possible to detect the cloud ranging up to 13,000 m, only 3.9% for CBH above 8,000 m of the total high-level cloud are detected for actual measurement. It can be considered that in the urban region where haze often occurs, the detectability of cloud by ceilometers like CL31 and CL51 is very low for CBH above 8,000 m.

In terms of the active sensor (Vaisala ceilometer-derived) and passive sensor-derived (WSIRCMS-derived) CBHs, it is found the cloud occurrence retrieved from WSIRCMS is higher than that from ceilometers with the mean difference...
about 3.6%. Although there are much more numbers of high clouds detected by WSIRCMS, some incorrect assessments may be involved due to the inaccurate estimation of PWV. CBHs from WSIRCMS are generally higher than those from ceilometers. Only 30.7% of the differences are within ±500 m and about 55.2% of the differences are within ±1000 m. The blackbody assumption and the inaccurate estimated PWV are the possible reasons that can be used to explain the differences.

From the above comparisons, it is highly recommended to develop a combination system containing a laser ceilometer such as the Vaisala CL51 (or comparable) and an infrared cloud instrument such as the WSIRCMS to improve the capability for cloud occurrence and CBH retrieving. The combination system will be discussed further.
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